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Download NIH Publishing Agreement and Manuscript Cover Sheet. 

For NIH employees only, Wiley accepts the NIH Publishing Agreement and Manuscript Cover 

Sheet (“Cover Sheet”). If a Cochrane Review or Protocol is accepted for publication, each NIH 

employee author should sign the Cover Sheet and upload it to the Cochrane Licence for 

Publication in Archie. By uploading the signed Cover Sheet to the Cochrane Licence for 

Publication, the NIH employee accepts those terms of the Licence for Publication that are not in 

conflict with the terms specified in the Cover Sheet. If you require assistance with this process, 
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In relation to a Cochrane Review or Protocol prepared by a government employee (other than a 

UK or US government employee) the government employee should check the box where 

indicated “Other”, sign and return this Licence for Publication or, if the government employee is 

not permitted to sign this Licence for Publication for policy or legal reasons, he/she should send 
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Editor. 
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